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Abstract

The demonstration test was performed in JAERI to prove the adequacy of a safety evaluation for an

air—ventilation system in the case of solvent fire and red—oil explosion in a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant The test

objectives were to obtain data of the safety evaluation on a thermofluid behavior and a confinement effect of

radioactive materials during fire and explosion while the system is operating in a cell. The computer code was

developed to evaluate the safety of associated network in the ventilation system and to estimate the confinement of

radioactive materials in the system. The code was verified by comparison of code calculations with results of the

demonstration test

1. Introduction

Since TBP (tributyl phosphate) with nitric acid is used in the reprocessing plant, the safety evaluation has

something in common with that of chemical plants. However, the reprocessing plant is designed to confine

radioactive materials effectively by the ventilation system consisting of cells ducts, dampers, HEPA (high efficiency

particulate air) filters and blowers, when radioactive materials would be transferred to the system during the

accidents. One of the most important confinement system under such conditions consists of HEPA filters installed at

the end of the ventilation system.

To prove the adequacy of safety evaluation picked out as hypothetical fire and explosion accidents, the

demonstration test of following items has been performed: (1) solvent fire tests to examine fire behabior and the

confinement of radioactive materials in the ventilation system, (2) solid-state rocket fuel burning tests to obtain

transient gas dynamic behavior propagating through the network, and (3) explosion tests of red-oil formed by a

nitration for TBP with nitric acid. Figure 1 shows a schematic of large-scale test facility, which consists of a 20m a

-first model cell and a 6m3 -second model cell: they u'-i 1/4 size of cells in a reference fuel reprocessing plant,

10m- and 50m—long second ducts with 0.2m <j> in dia., a real-size filter bank to maintain the normal flow rate of

4380 m a /h with two stages of the six half-size HEPA filters. Small-scale tests were also carried out to elucidate a

release of radioactive materials during the fire and a thermal decomposition behavior of solvent with nitric acid under

an exothermic reaction of the nitration and chemical form analysis of red-oil in the nitrated solvent.

2. Solvent Fire Test

The solvent fire test was carried out by the test facility focusing on the confinement of radioactive materials in

the ventilation system t u " U ) . The solvent used in the tests was 30vol.%TBP/n-dodecane on water phase

containing fission product simulants of Cs, Sr, Ce, Ru and U. Table I shows major fire conditions and results. In the

tests, the fire behavior was observed under different ventilation flow rates and different burning areas of solvent,
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because these two parameters were considered to have significant effects on fire behavior. The burning area of

solvent ranged from 0.0768 to 0.9216m 2 , which corresponds to a 1/4 pool surface area of 1 to 12 stages of

mixer-settlers. Measurements were made of temperatures, pressures, flow rates in cells and ducts, pressure drop

across the HEPA filter, and contents of burning gases in the first model cell. Samples of smoke containing fission

product simulants were taken by Maypack—type samplers at the first and second ducts. The amount of fission

product simulants trapped in samplers was determined by an activation analysis. Figure 2 shows burning rates of

solvent over times corresponding to burning areas of 1 to 9 stages of mixer-settlers under the flow rate of 30

air-volume changes per hours. In the figure, burning rates were proportional to the number of stages during a

steady-state burning and showed almost constant, but the burning rates increased rapidly at the end of the fire due

to an explosive burning called as the boilover burning of solvent vapor in the cell atmosphere at a sudden boiling of

water under solvent phase, and fire quenched by a lack of oxygen in the cell.

Following results were obtained in the fire demonstration test (1) A combustion region of 30vol.%TBP/n-

dodecane proved to be narrow compared with n—dodecane burning in the tests. Even under the combustion region,

an extinguishment of the fire is made when the boilover burning begins in the cell. (2) The burning rates of solvent

were determined under the wide range of ventilation flows and burning areas. These burning rates are in quite

agreement with calculations by a solvent pool fire model taking into consideration a heat feedback from flame to the

pool surface and a diffusion of oxygen from atmosphere to the flame (s>" (6> . (3) The smoke generation rate was 5

~ 10% of the burning rate. A particle size distribution of smoke was measured as D g =0.13 to 0.18 and G s =1.6

to 2.1. (4) The deposition behavior of smoke along ducts was governed by thermophoresis of aerosol from hot gas to

the cold wall. (5) The release rate of radioactive materials from burning solvent was determined in the tests. It is

important to extinguish forcibly the fire before water boiling because the release of radioactive materials becomes

large during the boilover burning. (6) Smoke plugging of the HEPA filter and DF-value were measured in the tests.

Figure 3 shows the pressure drop across the HEPA filter against the cumulative weight of burned solvent per one

unit of the half-size HEPA filter. In the test, the filter would suffer almost no effects from heat transport and smoke

plugging, and the overall DF can be maintained at ~ 10 s for smoke. In the demonstration test, the FACE code was

developed to evaluate a safety ability of the ventilation network during the fire and verified by comparison of code

calculations with results of the test t7> .

3. Explosion Test

It is important for the safety evaluation that integrity of the HEPA filter is maintained during the explosion

accident. To determine mitigating effects of temperature, pressure, and flow rate in the network during the

explosion, the rocket-fuel burning test was carried out by the burning of a solid-state rocket fuel made of mixed

nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin l8! ~ " 0 ) . Table II shows major test conditions. Figure 4 shows measured pressures

along cells and ducts in the test facility under the burning of 6kg—rocket fuel for 5s in the first model cell. In this

test, heat and gas release rates into the cell atmosphere were 4.4 MJ/s and 1.04 m 3 Is. Figure 5 shows the decline

of propagated pressure peaks for the rocket-fuel burning tests with distance from the bottom of the first model cell

to the outlet of the HEPA filters. It is notable that there are significant pressure decreases due to a fluid resistance

at bent ducts, sudden expanded and sudden contracted joints among cells and ducts, confluences of ducts, and

dampers. From these results, mitigating effects were ascertained due to structures of the network.

To understand sensitive decomposition materials in the nitrated solvent, chemical analysis of red—oil was

performed in the tests. Figure 6 shows nitrated-compounds measured with the nitrogen atom detector of a gas

chromatograph for 30vol.%TBP/n-dodecane with nitric acid heated at 145 Xl. From the analysis, sensitive

decomposition materials" too weak heating were proved to be butyl nitrite and butyl nitrate formed by the reaction of

TBP with nitric acid. In the tests, reaction kinetic rate and reaction heat of nitric solvent during the thermal

decomposition were also measured by the small-scale tests ° " .
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To confirm an extent of the red-oil explosion, the explosion test was carried out in the first mode] cell using by

a sealed vessel containing TBP, n—dodecane and nitric acid at a constant heating rate under operating ignition plugs

in the cell. Table III shows major test conditions. Figure 7 shows solvent temperatures in the vessel under different

volume ratios of TBP to nitric acid and different concentrations of nitric acid. In the tests, a rapid temperature

increase occured about 145 *C by the exothermic reaction between TBP and nitric acid, and a rapture disk on the

vessel burst at the fixed pressure by an accumulation of thermal decomposition gases. Simultaneously, explosion

occured in the cell by the ignition of solvent mist and flammable decomposition gases. Figure 8 shows pressures in

the first model cell for red—oil explosions and the rocket fuel burning. By comparing the integrated value of

pressure curves between these explosion tests and the rocket fuel burning test, maximum heat release rate of the

explosion is 970kJ/s at a top of the curve for the explosion of lkg-nitrated solvent and its maximum gas release rate

is 0.22m 3 /s. The integration of these heat and gas release rates is found to be nearly equal to that of the rocket fuel

burning. Figure 9 shows the decline of pressure peaks of red—oil explosions and the rocket fuel burning at various

points between the first model cell and the HEPA filter.

4. Basic Equations of Computer Code

For analyzing the safety evaluation, it is necessary to calculate accurately thermofluid behavior in the

ventilation network taking into consideration basic equations of continuity, momentum, energy, and state; mass

transport behavior of aerosol and burning gases containing radioactive materials; pressure loss for cells and ducts in

the network; heat and mass release rates in the cell as source terms; heat transfer to the wall of cells and ducts;

deposition behavior of aerosol onto the wall; filtration of the HEPA filter and aerosol plugging during fire and

explosion. Table IV shows basic equations in a CELVA-1D code, which is an one-dimensional compressible code to

calculate thermofluid dynamics and mass transport in the network by a node-junction method. In the node-junction

method, pressure, temperature, density and mass concentration are calculated in the node, and velocity is calculated

at the junction. Table V shows analytical functions and mathematical models of CELVA-1D. To verify the

mathematical models, code calculations were compared with results obtained by the demonstration test.

5. Modeling of the Code

In the analysis, thermofluid calculations were obtained by Eqs.(l)-(4) in table IV by difference calculus with

the Newton's method, and mass transport calculations were by Eq.(5) involving a filtration of the HEPA filter. The

mass release rate of burning gases was given by M in Eq.(l) and the heat release rate by Q in Eq.(3). The source

term of aerosol containing radioactive materials was given by S in Eq.(5) as the mass generation rate. These source

terms were already obtained by the demonstration test. The plugging effect by smoke on the HEPA filter was also

calculated by Eq.(6).

The drag force in Eq.(2) for the fluid resistance of ducts in the network was given by F=k p v 2 /2; where k is

the pressure loss coefficient obtained by k=fIVD; f is the friction factor, L/D the ratio of length to diameter of

straight ducts. In straight ducts, the friction coefficient was given by f=64/Re for the laminar and f=0.1[1.46( e

/D)+(100/Re)]Oi 2B for the turbulent; where Re is the Reynolds number and £ the wall roughness on the inner

wall of ducts. For bent ducts, the pressure loss coefficient was given by k=0.0315(R o /D)+0.21(R o /D) "°- s for R o

/D > 1.0; where R o is the curvature of ducts. The pressure loss coefficient at sudden expanded and sudden

contracted joints was given by k= </) [1-(A i /A z) 2 ]; where 0 is a constant value as <J) =1.0 for the enlargement

and 0 =0.4 for the reduction, A i and A 2 are cross sectional areas at the inlet and outlet of the joint

Consequently, an overall drag force between upper cell and lower cell in the network can be obtained by the

summation of F 1 + F a + F 2 ; where F i is the drag force between upper cell and the duct, F d at the duct, and F

2 between the duct and lower cell. For dampers, the drag force was determined from the relation between pressure

drop at the damper and flow rate changing by an open area of the damper. Drag force of the HEPA filter was given
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by F= A P o (1+ a Lo + 8 Lo z ) taking into consideration the smoke plugging; where A P o (Pa) is the pressure

drop across a new HEPA filter without plugging. This pressure drop was given by A P o (Pa)=K L U V+K T p v212;

K L =5.8x10 8 (m "' ) and K T =7.96x10 4 (-) were obtained by the demonstration test The mass weight of smoke

loaded on the HEPA filter is given by L 0 (kg) in Eq.(6); plugging coefficients were determined by a =138 (kg " l )

and B =3690 (kg"2 ) from L 5 (kg/unit) in Fig.3. Drag force of the blower was obtained by the measurement for

pressure drop against flow rate through the blower.

Because junctions have not wall surface in the node-junction method, heat transfer to the wall in Eq.(3) is

given by qw. \ =h i (T8. • -T« . i ) + e Bcr (T«. t* - T w . i4) + e r cr ( T J 4 - T « 4 ) in the node; where h • is

the heat transfer coefficient, o the Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient, T a. i and T w. i are temperatures in fluid and on

the wall in the ith node, and T r and T w are temperatures in flame and on the wall surface in the accident cell, e 8

is the radiative heat emissivity from hot gas to the wall and £ t from flame to the wall. These emissivities were

given by the band model of heat radiation, using data of CO 2 and H 2 O contents in cells and ducts. The temperature

on the wall surface was calculated by a partial differential equation of heat conduction into the walls.

It is assumed that aerosol is transferred to the network with fluid, and is deposited on the wall and finally

trapped on the HEPA filter. In Eq.(5), deposition rate of the kth aerosol was given by R 1. k =A i v , , i. k C i, k in

the ith node, where v P, 1. k is the deposition velocity of the kth aerosol toward the wall, A i the wall surface area

and C 1. k the concentration of the kth aerosol in the ith node. The deposition velocity was expressed by vP, i. k

=Vi, 1, k +Vd, i. k +VT. i. k due to settling, diffusion and thermophoresis of the kth aerosol. In Eq.(5), the

deposition efficiency of aerosol at each junction is 77 =0 without the HEPA filter because the junction possesses no

wall surface area expect the filter in the node-junction method. The weight of aerosol loaded on the HEPA filter

(L 0) was obtained from Eq.(6) by the summation of C k before the filter and flow velocity (v) through the filter. At

the HEPA filter, the value of V k for the kth aerosol was calculated by the Kirsh's model of filtration efficiency ( l i ) .

6. Code Verification by the Tests

To ensure mathematical models in CELVA-1D, verifications of the computer code were carried out by data of

the demonstration test Figure 10 shows temperature curves during the solvent fire calculated by CELVA-1D at

the first model cell and the second duct, and these measurements by the fire test under the burning of 1 stage mixer

settler with the flow rate of 30 air-volume changes per hours. In the figure, relatively good agreements are obtained

against measured curves, even though boilovcr burning occurs in the cell. Figure 11 shows the measured

propagation of temperatures along the network of the test facility in the rocket-fuel burning test under the burning

of 6kg-rocket fuel for 5s with the flow rate of 6 volume changes per hours. In this test, an inserted pipe (0.09m $

xlm) was attached in the 0.2m <fr -second duct as the fluid resistance. Figure 12 shows the decline of pressure

and temperature peaks calculated by CELVA-1D with measured values in Fig.ll against distance from the first

model cell to the HEPA filter. These calculated declines are in good agreement with measured values. In the figure,

a significant pressure decrease occurs at the inserted pipe due to the fluid resistance, and a significant temperature

decrease appears at the second model cell due to an expansion of fluid.

To elucidate the confinement of radioactive materials during a fire in the reference reprocessing plant, code

calculations for the safety evaluation were performed by CELVA-1D. As results, integrity of the HEPA filter at the

end of the ventilation system was maintained for heat transport and smoke plugging, even if boilover burning

occurred in the cell. The red-oil explosion at an evaporator in the fuel concentration process of the reprocessing

plant was also calculated by CELVA-1D to elucidate the safety of the evaporator and mitigating effects by an

off-gas ventilation network in the process. From the calculation, it is found that the evaporator has an enough safety

margin for the explosion and the safety of the ventilation system is kept enough by the effective mitigation of the

network. Also, integrity of the HEPA filter would suffer almost no effect for the explosion.
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7. Conclusion

Many test data for the safety evaluation in the case of fire and explosion were gained by the demonstration

test It is important to estimate accurately the thermofluid behavior in the network, because the confinement of

radioactive materials is closely governed by the thermofluid. CELVA—ID code was developed and verified by the

demonstration test focusing on thermofluid behavior and mass transport phenoniena. The code can be calculated not

only the thermofluid behavior in the network, but also the mass transport of radioactive materials including integrity

of the HEPA filter. So that, CELVA-lD will be able to use calculations of the safety evaluation for a fuel

reprocessing plant within a short computation time, even though the plant has a complicated ventilation network.

Nomenclature

A : Cross sectional area of nodes at cells and ducts in the network (m z)

A w : Inner surface area of nodes at cells and ducts in the network (m 2 )

C : Concentration of aerosol (kg/m3)

Cv : Specific heat 0/kgK)

D : Diameter of straight duct (m 2 )

DF k : Decontamination factor of the kth aerosol by HEPA filter (-)

c : Internal energy of fluid gas in node Q/kg)

F : Drag force of junctions by flow resistance of cells ducts, dampers, filters and HEPA filter

in the network (Pa)

f : Friction factor (-)

h

KL

K T

k

L

Lo

L a

Heat transfer coefficient (J/m 2 s ¥2 )

Filter coefficient for laminar flow (m " *)

Filter coefficient for turbulent flow (-)

Pressure loss coefficient (—)

Length of straight duct (m)

Weight of aerosol loaded on the HEPA filter (kg)
Weight of aerosol loaded on one unit of the half-size HEPA filter (kg/unit)

M : Mass release rate of burning gases as source term during fire and explosion (kg/s)

P : Pressure in nodes in the network (Pa)

A P o: Pressure drop across a new HEPA filter (Pa)

Q : Energy release rate of burning gases as source term during fire and explosion (J/s)

q : Artificial pressure for stability (Pa)

q w : Heat flux from fluid to the wall of cells and ducts (J/m z s)

R : Deposition rate of aerosol at nodes (kg/m 2 s)

R o : Curvature of duct (m)

Re : Reynolds number (=Dv p I u)

S : Generation rate of aerosol at node as source term (kg/m2 s)

T : Temperature (TC)

t : time (s)

v : Flow velocity of fluid at junction (m/s)

v A : Deposition velocity of aerosol due to diffusion (m/s)

v 9 : Deposition velocity of aerosol due to settling (m/s)

v T : Deposition velocity of aerosol due to thermophoresis (m/s)

v p : Overall deposition velocity of aerosol (m/s)

x : Distance (m)
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a
&
r
£

' 8

e t

7]

P

a

Plugging coefficient for laminar flow (m /kg)

Plugging coefficient for turbulent flow (m4 /kg 2 )

Ratio of heat capacity (-)

Wall roughness of duct (m)

Radiative emissivity from hot fluid to the wall (—)

Radiative emissivity from flame to the -wall (—)

Filtration efficiency or deposition efficiency (-)

Density of fluid (kg/m3)

Stefan -Boltzmann coefficient (J/m 2 sK 4 )
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Table 1 Major conditions and results of solvent fire tests for the flow rate of 30 air-volume changes per hours

Run number

B0IL20A1
B0IL3001
B0IL3002
B0IL3003

Stages
of Mixer
settlers

3
6
1
9

Burning
area
(m2)

0.2304
0.4608
0.0768
0.6912

Air-volume
change rates
(times/h)

30
30
30
30

Volumes of solvent
and water phases

On3)

0.03/0.03
0.06/0.06
0.01/0.01
0.09/0.09

Mass loss rates
of solvent

(kg/h)

3.6-5.3
10.0-12.0
0.94-1.2
14.0-20.0

Burning rates
of solvent

(kg/h)

3.3-4.7
5.0-6.5
0.91-1.2
11.0-15.0

Boil over
burning times

(s)

4100
2790
4230
2500

Run number

EXPL20A1
EXPL2002
EXPL2003
EXPL3001
EXPL3002
EXPL3004
EXPL5002

Weights of
rocket fuel

(kg)

2
4
4
6
6
10
6

Table II Major conditions

Burning
times
(s)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Length of
second duct

(•)

50
50
10
50
50
50
50

of rocket fuel burning tests

Ventilation
flow rates
(times/h)

30
6
6
6
6
6
6

Number of
HEPA

filters

12
12
12
10
12
12
12

Inserted
pipe

none
none
none
none
none
none
yes

Coments

* Observation of HEPA
filter by the video

* 90mmc6 xlOOOmm pipe

>m
2
9

Ioo

Table III Major conditions of red-oil explosion tests for 30 vol. XTBP/n-dodecane with nitric acid

Run nunber

NITR2004
NITR2011
NITR3001
NITR3002
NITR30A2
NITR3003
NITR3004
NITR3005

Volumes of solvent
( fl )

1.0
1,0
1.5
1.9
1.9
1.5
1.9
1.0

Volumes of nitric acid
( fi )

1.0
1.0
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
1.0

Cone, of nitric acid
( raol/fi )

7.0
10.0
13.2
13.1
13.1
13.0
13.0
13.0

Heater powers
(kW)

0.85
0.85
0.85
3.50
1.70
0.85
0.85
0.85
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Table IV Basic Eqiations of CELYA-1D

Continuous equation

d ( p A) d ( p Av)

d t <?x

Motion equation

<9(pv) 5 ( p v 2 )

d t <9x

Energy equation

= M A

d (P+q)

5x

d{pA(e+v72}) <?{pA(e+v72})

<9t

State equation

P = (r-l)pCvT

Mass transport equation

<?C 5
A . . _ ., J. A u P f i
A • • - - • t AVIA1

d t dx

Loading equation of smoke

dLo. k

d t k

dx

-V) = A{ S -

on the HEPA

d?

dx

5{Av(P+q)} .
1 AQ1 Ay

dx

R}

filter

= AvS (l-l/DFk)Ck
k

(1)

(2)

. <9Aw
n f1\qw K<5)

dx

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Table V Analytical Functions and Mathematical Models of CELVA-1D

Analytical functions

Basic equations for
thermofluid dynamics

Transports of smoke and
aerosol in the network
with these deposition

Numerical procedure

Source term models during
fire and explosion

Heat transfer models

HEPA filter models

Leakage model

Mathematical models

* One-dimensional compressible equations of continuity,
momentum, energy and state, and calculations of flow
resistance for cells, ducts, dampers. EEPA filters
and blowers in the network.

* One-dimensional mass transport equations for aerosol
in the network.

* Deposition of aerosol and smoke containing radioactive
materials onto the wall of cells and ducts.

* Node-junction method and control volume method with
Newton's numerical solution for the implicit time
integration in CELVA-1D.

* Mass and energy release rates during fire and
explosion in the cell.

* Smoke/aerosol generation rates with the lognormal
particle size distribution.

* Release rate of radioactive materials into cell
atmosphere during fire and explosion.

* Heat transfer to the wall and heat radiation
calculated by the band model with radiative emissivity
of burning gases.

* One-dimensional partial differential equation of heat
conduction into the wall of cells and ducts.

* Plugging equations of aerosol/smoke during fire and
explosion in the ventilation system.

* Filtration efficiency by the Kirsch filtration model.

* Release of radioactive materials to environment.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of large-scale test facility
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Fig.2 Burning rates of 30vol.%TBP—n-dodecane over times
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Fig.3 Pressure drop across the front stage of HEPA
filters compared with cumulative mass weight of
burned solvent per one unit of half—size filter

Fig.4 Propagation of pressures in the ventilation system
of the test facility
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Fig.5 Decline of pressure peaks by the burning of rocket fuels from 2 to 10kg.
The second duct was 50m long except in EXPL2003, where it was 10m long.
Pressures were measured by sensors of the facility shown in Fig.4.
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